In this paper, we develop a novel phase-field model for fluid-structure interaction (FSI), that is capable to handle very large deformations as well as topology changes like contact of the solid to the domain boundary. The model is based on a fully Eulerian description of the velocity field in both, the fluid and the elastic domain. Viscous and elastic stresses in the Navier-Stokes equations are restricted to the corresponding domains by multiplication with their characteristic functions. To obtain the elastic stress, an additional Oldroyd-B -like equation is solved. Thermodynamically consistent forces are derived by energy variation. The convergence of the derived equations to the traditional sharp interface formulation of fluid-structure interaction is shown by matched asymptotic analysis. The model is evaluated in a challenging benchmark scenario of an elastic body traversing a fluid channel. A comparison to reference values from Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) simulations shows very good agreement. We highlight some distinct advantages of the new model, like the avoidance of re-triangulations and the stable inclusion of surface tension. Further, we demonstrate how simple it is to include contact dynamics into the model, by simulating a ball bouncing off a wall. We extend this scenario to include adhesion of the ball, which to our knowledge, cannot be simulated with any other FSI model. While we have restricted simulations to fluid-structure interaction, the model is capable to simulate any combination of viscous fluids, visco-elastic fluids and elastic solids.
Introduction
In fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems, a solid structure interacts with an internal or surrounding fluid. Such problems arise in many scientific and engineering applications, for example in aeroelasticity, sedimentation, biological fluids and biomechanics, see [15] for a recent review. Yet the modeling of FSI problems is mathematically challenging due to the fundamental differences of the involved materials: a continually deforming (i.e. flowing) fluid, as opposed to a structurally rigid solid whose atoms are tightly bound to each other.
Most modeling approaches deal with this discrepancy by introducing two different coordinate systems and two numerical meshes for the two materials. The most popular approach is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method [16] in which the computational domain is subdivided into a fluid domain Ω f and a structure domain Ω s . The elastic structure is described in the Lagrangian coordinate system, with deformations captured in a displacement vector field. On the contrary, the fluid domain is described in an Eulerian coordinate system and the variable of interest is the velocity field. Both meshes are aligned at the fluid/solid interface which is typically moved with the calculated velocity. While this methodology provides a sound mathematical description and leads to a very accurate domain representation, it also comes with limitations on the evolution of the solid structure, which breaks down for large deformations or large translational and rotational movements. Hence, even simple scenarios like an elastic body moving through a viscous fluid may become impossible to simulate, since technically advanced (re-)triangulation methods and clever interpolations are needed. This has led to the development of alternative modeling approaches in recent years, in particular full Eulerian formulations [10] and interface capturing methods.
In interface capturing methods, the fluid and solid domain and their respective interface are implicitly described by an additional field variable. Most popular interface capturing methods are the level-set [21] , volume-of-fluid [14] , and phase-field method [7] . Only in the recent decade numerical schemes have been developed to describe fluidstructure interactions in level-set methods [9, 17, 13] and volume-of-fluid methods [22] .
Phase-field models provide an alternative interface capturing approach which may offer, depending on the application of interest, some distinct advantages. An auxiliary field variable φ, the phase-field, is introduced and used to indicate the phases, e.g., φ = 1 in the solid and φ = −1 in the fluid. The phase-field function varies smoothly between these distinct values across the interface, resulting in a small but finite interface thickness. Depending on the application of interest, phase-field methods offer some distinct advantages over other interface capturing methods. For example, they can intrinsically include mass conservation and transport stabilization and allow for fully discrete energy stable schemes, see e.g. [4, 12] , for two-phase flows. Further these methods offer a simple mechanism to couple the multi-phase system to additional physical processes, for example on the interface or in the bulk phases, see for examples [18, 6, 11] . In case of a non-negligible surface energy, phase-field methods allows for a monilithic coupling of interface advection and flow equations, which can prevent time step restrictions due to stiff interfacial forces [2] .
While phase-field methods are state-of-the-art for multi-phase flow problems, only one preliminary approach has been made to provide a phase-field model for FSI [23] . This might be due to the fact, that the interface in phase-field method is diffuse with a finite thickness, making it harder to combine the solid and the fluid material in a consistent way. Here, we present an improved phasefield method for fluid-structure-interaction along with analytical and numerical validation.
We start by recapitulating the sharp interface equations for FSI in Sec. 2.1. The equations are extended to a phase-field formulation in Sec. 2.2. The model is based on a thermodynamically consistent derivation (Sec. 2.3). We provide a formal sharp interface limit showing convergence of the derived equations to traditional FSI formulations (Sec. 3). Numerical tests are presented in Sec. 4. Special focus is put on a comparison to the ALE reference solution of an elastic cell traversing a cylindrical channel. After this validation, we demonstrate the potential of the method in Sec. 5, by simulating (i) a solid object moving through a fluidic channel without grid remeshing,
(ii) FSI with strong surface energy, i.e. surface tension forces, (iii) contact dynamics of a bouncing ball, and (iv) adhesion of an elastic object to a rigid wall.
The paper closes with conclusions on the applicability of the method in Sec. 6.
Phase-Field Model for FSI

Sharp Interface Model
Before deriving the phase-field model, let us begin by presenting the sharp interface equations for FSI. Let the computational domain Ω ⊆ R n be divided into a fluid domain and a solid domain. To be consistent with the later phasefield model, we call these domains Ω −1 (fluid) and Ω 1 (solid). We introduce a common velocity field v : Ω → R n to indicate movements of the fluid and the solid material. Further, let us denote the material derivative by ∂ • = ∂ t + v · ∇. Throughout this work, we consider incompressible elastic materials, i.e. of 1/2 Poisson ratio, although the model can be easily adapted to account for compressible solids. Balance laws for mass and momentum yield the evolution equations
for i = −1, 1, where v, p, S i denote the velocity, pressure and phase-dependent stress.
To describe the elastic stress in the Eulerian framework we introduce the left Cauchy-Green strain tensor σ. In an undeformed configuration, this strain tensor is equal to the identity tensor I. During movement of the elastic material the strain tensor memorizes deformations by following the evolution equation
The left-hand side of Eq. (2.3) is also known as the upper-convected Maxwell time derivative that rotates and stretches with the deformation. The corresponding elastic stress is µ 1 (σ − I), where µ 1 is the shear modulus of the elastic material. In a fluid, the elastic stress vanishes since there is no strain, i.e.
for all times. The total phase-dependent stress is then given by the elastic stress plus a viscous part,
where ν i is the viscosity and µ i is the shear modulus of the respective phase. In particular µ −1 = 0 in a purely viscous fluid, and ν 1 = 0 if the elastic solid has no additional viscosity. Finally two jump conditions are specified at the fluid/solid interface, 6) where [f ]
denotes the jump in f across the interface. The first is the continuity of the velocity. The second condition is the interfacial force balance including a possible surface tension force at the fluid/solid interface with surface tension γ and total curvature κ.
Phase-field modeling
Let φ denote a phase-field that distinguishes between the fluid domain (φ ≈ −1) and the solid domain (φ ≈ 1) within a computational domain Ω. Hence Ω i is approximated by the domain where φ ≈ i. Since the phase-field approach allows mixing of the two domains to a certain degree, we define the velocity field now to be the volume-averaged velocity of this mixture, see [1] for details. The density is chosen as a linear combination of the densities in the two phases:
Balance laws for mass and momentum yield the evolution equations for phase-field and velocity:
where the stress depends now on the phase-field and the force F and flux J are specified later to meet the requirement of non-increasing energy.
To obtain an equation for the diffuse elastic strain tensor, we need to combine Eqs. (2.4) and (2.3). A typical approach in phase-field modeling is to multiply an equation with a characteristic function of its domain (here: Ω −1 or Ω 1 ) and to extend the domain then to the larger computational domain (here: Ω), see [? ] . We follow a similar approach here and multiply Eq. (2.4) with a function α(φ) and Eq. (2.3) with a function λ(φ). Adding up both results, we obtain the common equation for the diffuse elastic strain tensor as
For α = 0 the equation reduces to the strain evolution for an elastic solid (2.3), while for λ = 0 it reduces to the strain description of a fluid, i.e., Eq. (2.4). In case α = 1, Eq. (2.10) is also known as Oldroyd-B equation. This equation is used to describe Maxwell-type visco-elasticity with λ being the relaxation time controlling the dissipation of elastic stress. The above generalization of the Oldroyd-B equation to arbitrary α, leads to the relaxation time λ/α. Note, that this ratio is the only free parameter of Eq. (2.10), but the introduction of α effectively allows to choose this ratio equal to infinity by setting α = 0. The total phase-dependent stress is then given by the elastic stress plus a viscous part,
where ν(φ) is the viscosity and µ(φ) is the shear modulus of the respective phase. We use linear interpolations for all phase-dependent quantities,
Hence to model interaction of a solid (φ = 1) with a fluid (φ = −1), we insert the given physical parameters for elastic shear modulus µ 1 , the fluid viscosity ν −1 and set µ −1 = ν 1 = α 1 = λ −1 = 0. It remains to specify α −1 and λ 1 which can be interpreted to control the relaxation time in the diffuse interface region where a mixture of fluid and elastic phase is present. Note, that due to the structure of Eq. (2.10) the only free parameter here is the ratio λ 1 /α −1 , which we can also think of an interface relaxation time. Obviously, this time has to be scaled somehow with the characteristic time scale T of the considered problem, which suggests to simply use λ 1 /α −1 = T , for example by setting α = 1, λ = T . This parameter choice will also be numerically tested in Sec. 4.3. An overview of the parameters can be found in Tab. 1. Note, that also visco-elastic material phases can be modeled. For Kelvin-Voigt visco-elasticity it suffices to add a viscosity inside of the elastic material. For Maxwell viscoelasticity one can just prescribe the Maxwell relaxation time for λ. Hence, any combination of two phases, be it viscous, visco-elastic or solid, can be modeled by choosing the parameters as given in Tab. 1. 
Energy Dissipation
To close the system of equations, it remains to specify the flux J and force F to obtain a thermodynamically consistent evolution. We define the total energy E of the system as sum of kinetic, elastic [8] and diffuse surface energy [3] as follows,
Here, 'tr(A)' is the trace of a Matrix A,γ = 3/2 √ 2 · γ the (scaled) surface tension, the interface thickness and W (φ) = 1 4 (1−φ 2 ) 2 a double-well potential. Inserting (2.8)-(2.11) into Eq. (2.12) we can compute the time evolution of the energy. The complete computation is carried out in the appendix. We obtain
under appropriate boundary conditions. Note, that the last term is non-negative for any given tensor σ and bounded as explained in Sec. 7.1. Hence, with the choice
14)
for some mobility function m(φ) > 0, we obtain non-increasing energy,
Governing equations
In the following we summarize the governing equations for the thermodynamically consistent visco-elastic phase-field model. As noted earlier, the model can be used to describe any combination of viscous, visco-elastic and elastic materials, by choosing the parameters accordingly, see. Tab. 1.
In numerical tests we find, that if the chemical potential q as defined in Eq. (2.19) is used in the evolution equation of the phase-field, the resulting φ does not provide a good description of the interface layer because of the contributions of the elastic strain. Since the primary purpose of φ is to track the two-phase interface, we use a simplified version of the q in the numerical simulations, which omits the strain-dependent terms,
replacing Eq. (2.19). This amounts into a classical advected Cahn-Hilliard equation for φ. Note that the resulting system is no longer variational and does not necessarily decrease the energy. However, this effect tends to be higher order since away from the interface W (φ) = ∆φ = 0 and near the interface φ locally equilibrates yielding W (φ) ≈ 2 ∆φ and thus q ≈ 0. Note that if q = 0, then the energy is non-increasing, d dt E ≤ 0 which follows from Eq. (2.13). In the following Section we derive relations of our phase-field model in the sharp interface limit (i.e. → 0) with the aid of formal asymptotic expansions. We perform the analysis for the full model containing the strain dependent terms in q, but we will see that the asymptotic analysis holds equally for the simplified model involving Eq. (2.21).
Sharp Interface Asymptotics
In the following we only consider the case λ(−1) = 0, α(−1) = 0, λ(1) = T > 0, α(1) = 0, which corresponds to the coupling of a viscous fluid and an elastic solid. Following [1] , we perform formally matched asymptotic expansions. Therefore we consider a solution (v, p, φ, q, σ) of the system given by Eqs. (2.16)- (2.20) . For the mobility m we distinguish two cases in the following:
where m 0 , m 1 > 0 are constants and (.) + is the positive part of the quantity in the brackets. A lot of calculations and arguments follow closely [1] with suitable modifications. For the convenience of the reader we include them in detail although some are the same as in [1] .
Outer expansions
The first step is to expand the solution in regions away from the interface. Therefore we assume an expansion of the form
An expansion of Eq. (2.21) at order 1 leads to W (φ 0 ) = 0, which yields the stable solutions φ 0 = ±1. Expanding the Eq. (2.16) we obtain
where i = −1, 1 and Ω i the domain where φ 0 = i. Furthermore we denoted by
. Note that we recover the sharp interface equations given in Sec. 2.1.
Inner expansions
As a second step we prepare the expansion in the interface region and therefore introduce new coordinates in a neighborhood of the smoothly evolving interface Γ = Γ (t) , t ≥ 0. We define a local parameterization of Γ by
with a time interval I ⊂ R and a spatial parameter domain U ⊂ R n−1 . The unit normal to Γ (t) will be denoted by n and points into Ω 1 . In the following we adopt the notation from [1] . We consider the signed distance function d (t, x) of a point x to the sharp interface Γ 0 (t) with d (t, x) > 0 if x ∈ Ω 1 (t). In addition, we denote by z = d a rescaled distance. We now introduce the new coordinates by defining a local parameterization of I × R n close to ζ (I × U ) as follows:
with s ∈ U . It will turn out that we need the following identities, containing a scalar function b (t, x) and a vector field j (t, x):
with the correspondences
•b is the denotation of b in the new coordinates witĥ
• V = ∂ t ζ · n is the scalar normal velocity.
• h.o.t. stands for higher order terms as ε → 0.
• ∇ x is the gradient with respect to the spatial variables.
• ∇ Γ z is the surface gradient on Γ z := {ζ(s) + zn(s) | s ∈ U }.
• div Γ zĵ is the divergence ofĵ on Γ z .
• κ is the mean curvature of Γ(t).
• |S| is the spectral norm of the Weingarten map S of Γ(t), cf. [1] . Note, that we omit the time dependence in the following argumentations, as done for Γ z above. Moreover, we will make use of the relations (see Appendix of [1] )
where ∇ Γ , div Γ , ∆ Γ are the respective surface operators on Γ.
Matching conditions
As for the outer variables, we now assume an -series approximation for the unknown functions (V, P, Φ, Q, Σ) in the inner variables:
Representatively, we obtain the following matching conditions for the phase field function at x = ζ (s):
where φ 0 (x±) denotes the limit lim δ 0 φ 0 (x ± δn).
The equations to leading order
We insert the asymptotic expansions into Eqs. (2.16)-(2.20) and ask that each individual coefficient of a power in vanishes. The leading order of equation
Using (3.12) we obtain
We now assume additionally that
Together with this condition (3.14), (3.15) has a unique solution. Hence Φ 0 does not depend on t and s. The leading order of Equation (2.17) yields
The matching condition implies that (V 0 · n)(z) is bounded. Hence 
Moreover, matching yields
If we integrate (3.17) with respect to z, we obtain
Since ∂ zz Q 0 = 0, we conclude that Q 0 is independent of z.
At order 1 we obtain
As before integration yields V = v 0 · n.
Next we discuss the equation for the conservation of linear momentum. Application of Eq. (3.9) for each component yields
For the following we define E(A) = 1 2 (A+A ) for a quadratic matrix A. Hence
where we used ∂ z n = 0 as in [1] . We conclude from Eq. (3.16)
Since Φ 0 is independent of t and s, Eq. (3.9) implies
Because of (∇ Γ n)n = 0, we conclude
Since the leading order of the chemical potential does not depend on z, we the term div(v ⊗ m(φ)∇m) gives no contribution to the order
Multiplication of Eq. (3.18) with n, taking ∂ z n = 0 and
The matching conditions yield that V 0 (z) is bounded. Thus Eq. (3.19) interpreted as an ODE in z has only solutions V 0 which are constant in z. Again matching yields
Thus we recover the first part of the sharp interface jump condition in Eq. (2.6).
The momentum balance in the sharp interface limit
Now we analyze the momentum equation to the next order. The term ∇ · (ν(φ)Dv) gives to the order 1 ,
Because of the matching conditions, we require lim
Moreover, the term div(v ⊗ m(φ)∇q) gives no contribution to order 1 . Thus we obtain from the momentum equation at order 1 :
Integration with respect to z yields after matching and the use of Eq. (3.21)
Therefore we recover the second part of the sharp interface jump condition in Eq. (2.6).
Numerical tests
Numerical tests are indispensable to validate numerical models and to assess their accuracy. Nowadays, the standard benchmark for fluid-structureinteraction is the FeatFlow benchmark [24] where a channel flow induces oscillations of a thin elastic bar attached to a rigid object. Obviously, the phase-field model is not well suited to represent such a thin structure, since the corresponding interface thickness would be required to be much thinner than the structure itself, resulting in an extremely fine grid and very high computational costs. Consequently, we choose a different benchmark system serving the current purpose of testing the phase-field model in a practically relevant situation.
We consider the flow of a deforming solid ball through a fluid-filled channel. Firstly, this highlights the ability of interface capturing methods to account for movements of the solid and fluid domains with respect to each other. Secondly, the test scenario is based on a physically relevant simulation of biological cells traversing a flow channel. Such simulations have been recently established to enable ultra-fast identification of cell mechanical properties [19] . Therefore cells are approximated as homogeneous incompressible elastic solids surrounded by a cortex with an active surface tension. While we neglect this active tension in the benchmark stage, we will add it to the model later to make use of one distinct advantage of the phase-field modeling: the stabilization of stiffness arising between interface advection and surface forces [2] .
Test Setup
We simulate the flow of an initially spherical solid object, also called cell, through a fluid-filled channel. To be consistent with the reference simulations [19] , we consider the solid object and the channel to be axisymmetric. Axisymmetry effectively reduces the problem to a two-dimensional flow with axisymmetric operators. Hence, we consider a two-dimensional rectangular domain Ω whose lower boundary represents the symmetry axis, see Fig. 8 for an illustration. Here, Ω = [0, 40]µm×[0, 10]µm which corresponds to a cylindrical channel of radius 10 µm, see Fig. 1 for an illustration.
Periodic boundary conditions are used at channel inlet and outlet for all fields but the pressure, which effectively leads to a channel of infinite length. A pressure difference between the channel inlet and outlet is imposed to drive the flow. Consistently with [19] this pressure difference is chosen such that a flow rate of 4e−11 m 3 /s appears. At the channel wall, we impose no slip (v = 0) for the velocity and no flux for the Cahn-Hilliard system. Surface tension forces are neglected at first, but we chooseγ = 1 in Eq. (2.19) such that we keep the stabilizing Cahn-Hilliard diffusion. Moreover, we choose the following physical parameters for our simulations: ν 1 = ν −1 = 10 Pa · s, ρ 1 = ρ −1 = 1000 kg m 3 , µ −1 = 0. The shear modulus of the cell, µ 1 is related to its Young's modulus E by E = 3µ 1 . Different values of E are used in the tests. The radius of the initially spherical cell is set to cell r = 6 µm.
Unless otherwise stated, the standard model parameters are = 0.0125µm and constant mobility m = 10 −8 m 3 s/kg. The characteristic time scale of the ]. We chose an adaptive mesh refinement strategy where coarsening and refinement of the mesh are controlled by gradients in the phase-field function. The refinement level at the interface is chosen depending on the choice of , such that the interface is resolved by at least five degrees of freedom. Away from the interface the larger grid size h = 0.625µm is chosen.
P1 finite elements are used for the pressure and P2 elements for the other variables. The time discretization is based on a implicit Euler method. Thereby, the Navier-Stokes and Cahn-Hilliard system are monolithically coupled while the Oldroyd-B equation (2.10) is solved separately in each time step. For details on the axisymmetric equations and the time discretization we refer to the Appendix 7.2.
Benchmark Quantity
After being deformed by pressure and shear forces, the solid will assume a stationary shape whereupon its flow becomes purely translational. We aim in particular to reproduce this state of stationary deformation. Note that this is a highly challenging problem for a phase-field method, since the structure needs to resist any movement, while the fluid keeps flowing around it and continuous movement takes place, even in the diffuse interface.
We introduce the deformation as a measure of the deviation of the cell shape from a circle,
0 µs 50 µs 100 µs 3000 µs Figure 2 : Cell shape at different times for E = 6kPa, r = 6µm, which corresponds to the parameter set discussed in Fig. 3 . Remarkable changes of the shape occur within the first 100 µs. The last image compares the stationary shape of the phase-field method with the ALE reference shape (dashed).
where A and P denote the area and the perimeter of the 2D view of the deformed object. It has been shown in [19] that d is a delicate measure of the cell shape that can be uniquely related to the exact elastic modulus of the cell. We hence use this quantity as a main indicator for comparison of the phase-field model with the ALE reference solution.
Reference values for the stationary cell shapes are given in [19] for various cell sizes, flow rates and elastic moduli. There, an ALE method was employed using a co-moving grid to keep the cell in the center of the computational domain throughout the simulation. These data in [19] has been shown to be extremely accurate in terms of spatial and temporal discretization errors. The ALE data has been extensively used to draw comparisons to corresponding experiments. The experimental technique, called Real-Time-Deformability Cytometry (RT-DC), can be used to probe mechanical properties of biological cells in flow [20] . A validation study with purely elastic spherical particles showed excellent agreement between ALE simulations and experiments.
Simulation Results
In this section we compare the phase-field method presented in this paper with the ALE reference data and perform a parameter study to justify our choice of λ 1 , and m, respectively. Fig. 1 provides an idea of the actually simulated 3D scenario. It illustrates a stationary state shape in the cylinder, together with the streamlines of the flow. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows the cell shape for different times. It can be seen that the initially spherical cell deforms due to fluid pressure and shear forces until it assumes a quasi-stationary state. A comparison with the ALE reference shape shows good agreement (Fig. 2, right) . Fig. 3 shows the corresponding evolution of the cell deformation. In 3(a) we investigate the dependence of the deformation evolution on the interface width . A doubling of leads to a slighty higher cell deformation. For = 0.0125µm we find already a very good agreement to the ALE reference value, as expected from the sharp interface limit of the equations. Next, we vary the mobility to test the influence of the intrinsic Cahn-Hilliard dynamics on the simulation results. Therefore, we conduct a simulation with larger mobility such that the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics is doubled. As seen in Fig.  3(b) , the steady-state deformation changes only slightly. This indicates that the chosen mobility is already small enough that the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics has no remarkable effect on the results.
As a last step of the parameter study, we vary the only free parameter in the Oldroyd-B equation, λ 1 . We find that small variations of λ 1 have almost no influence on the evolution and steady state of the cell shape. To push our model to its limits, we vary λ 1 across several orders of magnitude in Fig. 3(c) . We find that for very small λ 1 , the cell deformation continously increases and reaches no stationary state. In this case, the very small value of λ 1 leads to a very small relaxation time in the diffuse interface region and hence to a large dissipation of elastic stress there. The drop in elastic stress lets the cell increasingly deform. On the other hand, when λ 1 is very large, a small amount of elastic stress from the diffuse interface may accumulate in the fluid, leading to increased stiffening of the fluid and a decrease in cell deformation. We conclude that the parameter λ 1 has to be carefully chosen with a good choice being in the range of the problem's characteristic time scale.
Finally, we show that the results of the phase-field method are accurate over a range of cell sizes and elastic moduli. We simulated cells of five different sizes in the range ≈ 77 µm 2 to 160 µm 2 . For each cell size, we chose five different values for the Young's Modulus between 4.5 kPa and 12 kPa. As seen in Fig. 3(d) , the stationary deformation values of the phase-field method are in very good agreement to the ALE reference values. Only for the highest deformation values, the phase-field method underpredicts cell deformation, possibly due to small Cahn-Hilliard dynamics which becomes more prominent for larger deviations from a circular shape.
Illustration of the Method's Potential
In this section we perform further simulation studies in order to illustrate the potential of the presented phase-field FSI model. At first, we stick to the simulations of a cell in a cylindrical channel, but we now include surface tension to demonstrate the model's capability to simulate elastic bodies with strong surface tension, as they are common in biological applications. Therefore, we choose three different values for the surface tension, γ = 5e−4 N/m, γ = 1e−3 N/m and γ = 5e−3 N/m. Further parameters are E = 3 kPa and r = 6 µm. Fig. 4 shows that the surface tension has a strong influence on the stationary cell shape, which varies from triangular (γ = 5e−4 N/m) to almost almost circular (γ = 5e−3 N/m). The stiff surface tension forces here are treated with a monolithic coupling of the interface advection and flow equations which relaxes any related time step restrictions [2] .
Next, we simulate the inflow and outflow of the cell. Such simulations are of great interest for biotechnological applications as the dynamics of cell deformation provides additional information on the cell's state. Therefore, we choose a realistic computation channel domain with a conical inlet/outlet of 45° [20] . The chosen parameter set is: E = 1.5 kPa, γ = 1e−3 N/m, λ = 1 ms, m = 
10
−8 m 3 s/kg, cell radius r = 8 µm and = 0.1µm. As for the cylindrical domain, a pressure difference is implemented between the left and the right boundary, which induces the flow. Fig. 5 shows a cut through the computational domain, the initial cell position and various cell shapes during the traversal of the channel.
The deformation curve in Fig. 5 shows a strong increase of cell deformation (elongation) during inflow, followed by a drop in deformation as soon as the cell is completely with in the cylindrical part of the channel. The elongated cell almost approaches a stationary shape around t = 2ms, but as it is already close to the outlet, the stationary state is never reached. Instead the cell starts to become shorter and wider. This leads to a drop in the deformation, followed by a peak when the cell reaches a maximum thickness and an oblate shape as it leaves the cylindrical channel. Afterwards, the cell relaxes back to a sphere.
Note, that such simulations are typically challenging for ALE methods as re-triangulations and interpolations are needed to reconnect the different grids while they move past each other. Our phase-field model needs neither retriangulations nor interpolations to simulate this test case.
Finally, we illustrate the capability of the phase-field method to deal with contact between an elastic material and a rigid wall. Therefore we simulate a bouncing elastic ball immersed in a fluid. The fluid fills a cylindrical column of height 40µm and radius 10µm. The ball of radius r = 6µm is initially placed 20µm in the middle of the column. The parameters for this toy problem are ν 1 = 4 µPa · s, ν −1 = 10 µPa · s, E = 500 Pa, ρ 1 = 1000kg/m 3 , ρ −1 = 100kg/m 3 , λ 1 = 1 ms, = 0.2µm, m = 2 · 10 −9 m 3 s/kg. A gravity force of magnitude 10 3 m/s 2 )ρ(φ) is included to make the heavy ball fall down. A no slip condition v = 0 is specified at the top and bottom boundary of the liquid column. An additional no-wetting condition, φ = −1, on all domain boundaries ensures that the ball is repelled from the boundaries. A free slip condition is imposed at the sides of the column.
Snapshots of the simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . The ball and the fluid around it are accelerated as the ball starts falling in the begin of the simulation. Around t = 0.18ms the ball 'touches' the rigid wall whereupon it is compressed in the direction of motion. After the maximum compression is reached around t = 0ms t = 0.15ms t = 0.2ms t = 0.26ms t = 0.6ms Figure 6 : Simulation snapshots of an elastic ball bouncing off a rigid wall at different times. t = 0.2ms the stored elastic energy is transformed into kinematic energy and the ball starts jumping upwards. This bouncing up and down is repeated several times, but quickly damped due to the viscosity of the surrounding fluid, such that the ball assumes a resting position 'lying' on the rigid wall. Note, that no special treatment is needed to realize the contact dynamics here. The only thing is the no-wetting condition, φ = −1, which needs to be imposed at the contact boundary.
In a last step, we extend the simulation even further by adding adhesion of the ball to the substrate (wall). Adhesive behavior is typical for biological cells and fluids and appears as soon as the surface energy between the wall and the solid is low. Here, we impose equal surface energies of the fluid/wall and the solid/wall interface, which according to the Young-Laplace law leads to a contact angle of 90°. This yields a Neumann boundary condition for the phasefield, n · ∇φ = 0. Arbitrary surface energies and contact angles can be treated t = 0ms t = 0.15ms t = 0.2ms t = 0.3ms t = 0.4ms Figure 7 : Simulation snapshots of an adhesive elastic ball bumping into a rigid wall.
as described in [5, 3] . We repeat the simulation of the bouncing ball now with this new boundary condition to model adhesion. The parameters are as before, except for the mobility which is increased by a factor of 40 to overcome the typical stress singularity at the contact line, see [5] for a discussion. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding time evolution. As soon as the ball touches the wall it starts to adhere to it with the prescribe 90°angle. Still, the ball is compressed shortly after contact and the elastic energy is released by lifting the ball up. But this time the ball remains bound to the wall and the oscillations are even more quickly damped. And the ball develops an almost stationary position around t = 0.4ms. To our knowledge this is the first numerical method to model adhesive elastic structures of arbitrary surface energy and contact angles in flow.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel phase-field model for Fluid-StructureInteraction. The model is based on a monolithic Navier-Stokes equation that solves for the velocity field in both, the fluid and the elastic domain. Viscous and elastic stresses are restricted to the corresponding domains by multiplication with their characteristic functions. To obtain the elastic stress, an additional Oldroyd-B -like equation is solved including an interfacial relaxation time. To close the system of equations, we derived globally thermodynamically consistent forces and fluxes using energy variation arguments. Provided that suitable power series expansions exist, matched asymptotic analysis shows the convergence of the derived equations to the traditional sharp interface formulation of FSI equations.
We conducted several numerical tests to validate the applicability and accuracy of the new model. A challenging benchmark scenario of an elastic cell traversing a fluid channel is employed and results are compared to reference values from ALE simulations [19] . We find very good agreement for various cell sizes and elastic moduli. In particular, we show that the interface thickness and the mobility γ are small enough to influence the results only marginally. Results are also shown to be robust with respect to the introduced interfacial relaxation time.
Finally, we highlight some distinct advantages of the new model as compared to traditional ALE approaches for FSI. We demonstrate the movement of a solid object through a fluidic channel without grid re-triangulations. We include strong surface energy, i.e. surface tension forces, into the model, whose stable discretization is one of the advantages of phase-field models. At last, we show how easy it is to include contact dynamics into the model. We demonstrate this by simulating a ball bouncing off a wall. We conclude with the simulation of adhesion of an elastic ball to a rigid wall, a scenario which, to our knowledge, cannot be simulated with any other FSI model so far.
While we have restricted simulations to fluid-structure interaction, the model is capable to simulate any combination of viscous fluids, visco-elastic fluids and elastic solids. We therefore believe that the proposed phase-field model is well suited to tackle a range of complicated multi-physics problems, in particular from biology, in the future.
The following identities will be useful to compute the time derivative of the three energies:
In the following computation of the energy time derivatives, we will neglect boundary integrals that arise from integration by parts, as we assume appropriate boundary conditions. We compute,
where we defined
Note, that Eq. (2.10) yields the boundedness of the last integrand in the set Ω\{λ = 0} given the solution is sufficiently smooth. Consequently, we obtain the variation of E as
In order to reformulate the trace term in the last line, we use the symmetry of σ and the following properties:
tr ABA −1 = tr (B) for a regular matrix A (7.7)
and thus get for λ = 0
Note, that also the last term of Eq. (7.10) is bounded, which follows from Eq. (2.10) and |tr(σ + σ −1 − 2I)| ≤ C σ − I in a neighborhood of the identity matrix. We obtain a simplified version of Eq. (7.6):
Furthermore we reformulate the density term in (7.6) applying integration by parts twice and using that ρ (φ) is constant:
which yields the energy time derivative given in Eq. (2.13). The use of axisymmetric terms in the governing system of equations, allows to simulate the flow of an initially spherical object through a cylinder.
Time-discrete axisymmetric equations
We consider axisymmetric flow and geometries which allows to rewrite the equations in a 2D manner using cylindrical coordinates. Thereby the 2D meridian domain Ω 2D = {(x 0 , r)| 0 ≤ x 0 ≤ a, 0 ≤ r ≤ b} represents the 3D domain Ω = {(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 )| x 1 = r cos(θ), x 2 = r sin(θ), (x 0 , r) ∈ Ω 2D , θ ∈ [0, 2π)}, see Fig. 8 for an illustration. In the following, all fields are defined on Ω 2D , the velocity field on this domain is defined to consist of only axial and radial component v = (v 0 , v r ). The gradient, divergence and Laplace operator in the cylindrical coordinate system are defined by ∇ = (∂ x0 , ∂ r ),∇ · = ∂ x0 , 1 r + ∂ r ,∆ =∇ · ∇ = ∂ x0x0 + ∂ rr + 1 r ∂ r .
As derivatives in azimuthal (θ-) direction vanish, the strain tensor assumes the form For a shorter notation we introduce the matrices σ 2D = σ 00 σ 01 σ 10 σ 11 , I 2D = 1 0 0 1
We assume the density ρ to be constant. Hence, we may neglect the corresponding term in Eq. (2.14). The lower, upper, right, and left boundaries are denoted by Γ 1 , Γ 2 , Γ 3 and Γ 4 , respectively. In the comparison study with the ALE simulations, the computational domain is moved along with the cell velocity, i.e., the spatially averaged velocity of the cell, named v b , is subtracted from the velocity in the advection terms in Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) . This modification helps to reduce the amount of remeshing and also leads to a consistent comparison with the ALE model which also applied such a co-moving grid.
For the time discretization we chose an equidistant time partitioning with time step size τ . Thereby we consider the discrete time derivative 
